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Upcoming Events: 
• Every Monday:  Emergency Communications Net: Noon, every Monday, on WR6JPL 224.08/(-)/156.7 & 

445.20/(-)/103.5, or WR6AZN 223.96/(-)/156.7 on Table Mountain. 
• JPLARC Board of Directors (BoD) meetings: First working Friday, every month, from Noon to 1pm in 180-

703C.  Call-in: 818-354-3434 ID 7373.  Next is Nov 8th. 
• JPLARC Regular Membership meetings: Second working Friday every month from Noon to 1pm in 180-

703C.  Call-in: 818-354-3434 ID 7373.  Next is Oct 25th. 
• QST, QST, QST:  Regular Membership Meeting to be held Friday, October 25th at Noon in 180-

703C (Telephone call-in: 818-354-3434 ID-7373).  Talk by Brian Thorson AF6NA, “Building and 
using a 10GHz station”. 

                

In this issue: 
This issue covers activities through the end of 
September.  

• JPLARC Regular Membership meeting Sep 27th 
• JPL ARC BOD meeting Sep 13th. 
• JPLARC Officer Election Process 
• Salute to Former JPLARC Board members 
• 2014 Field Day Survey. 
• W6OEF (SK) legacy items for Sale & request for 

ideas for a legacy use of the proceeds. 
• How to sign up for the JPLARC email reflector. 
• Future membership meetings & speaker topics. 
• HRO Advertisement 

BOD Meeting 13 Sep 
By Courtney Duncan N5BF, abbreviated by Jim Marr AA6QI 

The regular JPLARC Board of Directors Meeting took 
place in 180-703C on September 13th, the first working 
Friday of the month of September.  Present were: Eric 
Archer* N6CV, Courtney Duncan* N5BF,  Jim Marr* 

AA6QI, Jim Lux* W6RMK, Rob Smith* W6GRV, Bill 
Weber* N6CI.  By phone: Chris Carson* KE6ABQ, 
Chuck Sarture* KG6NF, Bob Dengler NO6B.  Above, a 
“*” indicates a board member.  With eight board 
members present, there was a quorum (need 5 or more). 

The BOD meeting minutes from 6/7/13 & 8/2/13 were 
approved as amended. 

Jim Marr reported that he had a discussion with Kerry 
Slater, Office of General Council, about using Paypal for 
club dues.  PayPal will not deal with a “non-entity.”  If 
we incorporate the JPLARC so as to be a legal entity for 
PayPal purposes, we lose the ability to be a JPL Sub 
Club.  If we don’t incorporate, there is no mechanism 
within Caltech/JPL by which to set up dues payment via 
PayPal.  Not what we wanted to hear.  So it looks like 
we’re stuck collecting annual dues the hard way (cash or 
check to the Treasurer). 

The equipment purchased by Will Michael’s year-end 
EmComm money has arrived.  The new Hustler G7-220 
220MHz antenna, the MFJ-731 HF Antenna Analyzer 
Filter, and Alpha-Delta DX-CC fan dipole are currently 
in B173, although the DX-CC is to be mounted on the 
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tower atop of building 310 in the near future.  The 
Comet CAA-500 Antenna Analyzer is currently in the 
locked cabinet in 180-R6.  The Alinco charger and 
batteries are in 310-106 on the shelf above the Kenwood 
TM-642 tribander and next to the Alinco DJ-280T 220 
MHz HT, which is now back on the air thanks to the 
batteries and charger.  Thanks, Will. 

Treasurer’s Report:  JPLARC CIT CU signature cards for 
Marr, Archer, Duncan and Sarture are now on file at the 
CU.  There were three new member dues deposits 
during August, totaling $30, bringing the JPLARC 
account up to $2,458.71. 

At Large Member Report: Bill Weber met with Scott 
Nolte about strategies for increasing membership and 
plan to send out an announcement about this to the 
mailing list.  Since the club’s fiscal year is the calendar 
year, does it make sense to offer dues-free memberships 
to new members for the rest of CY13 (no vote was taken 
on this)?  Should we have membership cards?  It was 
suggested that a club benefit might be discounts at local 
ham radio stores such as HRO.  Weber will check with 
Ethics about this [ed: Ethics said OK, so Bill Weber 
approached HRO who agreed to give a discount on 
“accessories” on the condition that we run an HRO add in our 
newsletter and share that add with HRO.  See the add later in 
this edition.] 

Emergency Communications Report:  Marr completed 
the rebuild of the second Cushcraft R7000 multi-band 
vertical (40m-10m), referred to as R7000A (as opposed to 
R7000B which is up at building 173).  Currently we have 
manuals next to every working radio and hope that folks 
will take the time to go operate them and become 
familiar with them before they are needed in an 
emergency. 

Repeater Committee Report: Jim Lux W6RMK 
discovered some subtleties in EchoLink access to our 
224.08 and 445.20 repeaters when attempting to check 
into the Monday noon net.  Will Michael KC6LOK is 
working towards finding a home on Flint Peak or 
Mirador Peak for our 224.08 and 445.20 repeaters. 

Facilities Committee Report:  Will need work parties in 
the near future to assist in putting up the HF antenna on 
310 and dipoles at building 173. 

Bylaws Committee Report: The committee is nearing 
completion of recommendations for revisions.  These 
will be discussed at the Board meeting in November and 
brought to the general membership in December for 
vote. 

Meetings Committee Report:  Have meetings booked 
through November.  The committee is currently working 
the speaker list for all of 2014. 

New Business:  Marr will appoint the Nominating 
Committee by the October membership meeting.  The 

Nominating Committee: will present a candidate slate of 
officers for 2014 at the November Regular Membership 
meeting. 

Newsletter Committee Report:  Marr is asking for 
additional newsletter items.  Do you have gear for sale?  
Are you looking for gear?  Let Marr know and it will get 
advertised in the newsletter, which currently goes to 
~140 licensed hams. 

Bill Weber agreed to take an action to see whether we 
could get Google analytics on our club website 
(http://jplarc.ampr.org). 

DX Visitor: Jan Tarsala WB6VRN escorted Atilla Matas 
4U1ITU, an officer of the International 
Telecommunications Union (ITU) in for a brief visit with 
those present.  Atilla handed out QSL cards and invited 
us all to Geneva. 

After the formal BOD meeting, an informal discussion 
took place regarding whether the Club was moving in 
the right direction, with the consensus being that it was. 

Regular Membership 
Meeting, September 27th 
By Jim Marr AA6QI 

The fourth JPLARC Regular membership meeting of 
2013 was held from Noon to 1 PM in 180-703C, with 18 
hams in attendance or on the phone.  These were: Eric 
Archer N6CV, Walt Bonazza W6NYW, Chris Carson 
KE6ABQ, Bob Cesarone WA6JIB, Walt Ciszczon 
KK6DUL, Bob Dengler NO6B, Courtney Duncan N5BF, 
Jorge Gonzalez Jr KI6BJB, Scott Howe KJ6OUL, Dayton 
Jones K6DJ, Ray Jurgens AD6RJ, Mike Lichtman 
KF6KXG, Mark Lysek AG6TD, Jim Marr AA6QI, Nazrat 
Raouf K1NAR, Leonard Reder KB6DVG, Rob Smith 
W6GRV, Mike Tope W4EF, Bill Weber N6CI. 

Following introductions, Ray Jurgens AD6RJ and Mike 
Lichtman KF6KXG (Cresenta Valley ARC President) 
gave a talk titled Exploring the Properties of Elevated 
Counterpoises.  While this wasn’t the talk originally 
anticipated (which was: “Hotel window antennas and 
other travel hamming secrets”), it was an interesting 
adventure into antenna design.  Following this, Jim Marr 
AA6QI provided an update to the JPLARC Status.  Both 
presentations are available upon request to Jim Marr, 
aa6qi@arrl.org.  We hope to have a web site in the near 
future where Regular Meeting presentations will be 
posted so as to be available to all JPLARC members who 
were unable to make it to a meeting. 

Guest Speaker: Ray Jurgens AD6RJ and Mike Lichtman 
KF6KXG, Exploring the Properties of Elevated 
Counterpoises: Testing the DeltaPoise and TetraPoise 
Wire Verticals. 
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A DeltaPoise antenna is a vertical antenna with a 
counterpoise (pseudo ground plane) in the shape of a 
Greek capital letter delta (Figure-1).  TetraPoise was not 
discussed during the talk. 

 

Figure-1: DeltaPoise Antenna.  The feedpoint is at the 
apex of the deltapoise at the base of the vertical, where a 
toroid-wound balun is used to isolate the feedline. 

Ray discussed radiation pattern for a 15m 4-3-5 
DeltaPoise antenna (4-3-5 refers to ratio of the lengths of 
the sides of half of the deltapoise triangle) based upon a 
standard model at 12 foot elevation.  The model shows 
that the radiation pattern is uniform in azimuth and 
about 15 deg in elevation.  Comparison of the 
performance for 345 vs 435 counterpoises was presented. 
 
A handout was provided that gives dimensions for a 3-
4-5 antennas for various bands (Figure-2). 

 
Figure-2: Wire lengths for 3-4-5 DeltaPoise wire 
antennas for 20m through 10m. 

Ray provided a number of references and expressed his 
desire for someone interested in antenna modeling to 
work with him to extend the design of these antennas.  If 
interested, please contact Ray through his QRZ 
information or contact Bob Ceserone WA6JIB. 

JPLARC Status Overview: 

This presentation by Jim Marr AA6QI was an update to 
that shown at previous regular meetings but included 
changes that occurred during the month prior to the 
regular meeting and added a section on status of current 
JPLARC equipment. 

JPLARC HF Equipment Status:  

We currently have 7 HF radios (Figure-3).  Two Yeasu 
FT-1000Ds, one of which is operational in building 173 
using the Cushcraft R7000 vertical mounted there; one 
Kenwood TS-850SAT, which is currently set up in 
building 173 and can be used with the R7000 vertical; a 
Yeasu FT-7578GXII, which is still in its box on a shelf in 
building 173 (currently missing a power cable and mic); 
a Kenwood TS-130S, which is also in its box on a shelf in 
173; a Yeasu FT-847 in building 180-R6 that can be used 
on 2m and 70cm (and now also on 40m through 10m 
using a Kenwood MA-5 vertical 
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Figure-3: JPLARC HF radio and on-the-air status. Note 
that the Yeasu FT-847 is now also operational on HF 
with a Kenwood MA-5 antenna and MFJ-949C manual 
antenna tuner just installed in 180-R6. 

antenna and MFJ-949C manual tuner that were installed 
last week); and a Yeasu FT-897D located in the JPL 
Mobile Communications Van that can be used with the 
ATAS-120 screwdriver antenna on the top of the Comm 
Van.  Shortly, we expect to have an Alpha-Delta DX-CC 
fan-dipole (80m, 40m, 20m, 15m & 10m) antenna 
installed as an inverted V from the tower on building 
310 and plan to move our second FT-1000D transceiver 
in 310-106 to give the JPL Emergency Operations Center 
(EOC) HF capability in addition to the already existing 
2m, 1.25m & 70cm capability provided by the Kenwood 
TM-642A transceiver in that same room. 

VHF/UHF Equipment Status: 

We currently have 17 VHF/UHF radios (see Figure-4) as 
follows: 

- 2m/70cm: 4 dual band radios for 2m & 70cm, two of 
which are all-mode (Yeasu FT-847 & Yeasu FT-897). The 
other two (TM-G707 and Kenwood TM-D710A) are FM 
only, except the TM-D710A supports digital and APRS 
modes (although that capability awaits someone being 
interested in exercising it). 

- 2m: Four radios, two of which are all mode.  The two 
all-mode radios are a Kenwood TR-9130 and an ICOM 
275H.  The FM only are an ICOM IC-27H and an ICOM 
IC-281H. 

 
Figure-4: JPLARC has 17 VHF/UHF radios. 

- 220MHz radios:  Currently we have 5 FM-only 
220MHz radios.  These are: a Clegg FM-76 that is in 180-
R6 and is being used as the control radio for the 224.08 
and 445.20 repeaters; an Alinco DJ-280 HT that is in 310-
106 to be used as part of JPL EOC operations; an ICOM 
IC-37A, IC-38A, and a Midland 13-513, all of which are 
in building 173 (not currently hooked up). 

- 2m/1.25m/70cm triband FM radios:  We currently 
have two of these: a Kenwood TM-642A in 310-106 
(operational) connected to a Comet CX-333 antenna on 
the top of the 30 ft tower on the roof of building 310; and 
a Kenwood TM-741A that is operational in building 173 
using a staked dipole array mounted to the north side of 
building 159. 

- 70cm-only radios:  We have two 70cm-only all-mode 
radios: ICOM IC-471A located in 180-R6 and an ICOM 
IC-471H located in building 173. 

HF Antennas:  

The JPLARC has a number of HF antennas, many of 
which are not currently useable due to 2011 fire damage 
that destroyed the feedlines between the JPLARC shack 
in building 173 and the HF antenna farm on the JPL 
Mesa, or because they are not currently set up.  These 
antennas include: 

- Two Cushcraft R7000 multi-band verticals 
(40/30/20/18/15/12/10m bands), one of which is 
currently set up at building 173 for use with either the 
FT-1000D or the Kenwood TS-850SAT.  The other R7000 
has been repaired and is in building 173 awaiting 
deployment. 

- Container 7145 (adjacent to building 173): a GAP Titan 
DX multi-band vertical antenna (40m-10m); at least two 
HF Yagi’s (not sure which ones); pushup masts (several); 
lots of coax. 
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- JPL Mesa: HyGain TH-7DX 7el 20m/15m/10m Yagi on 
the Rohn tower; Cushcraft XM240 2el 40m Yagi, also on 
the Rohn tower; 75/80m inverted V; several other 
antennas (all at the ends of RCS-4 remote antenna 
switches that were controlled from the building 173 
radio shack prior to the 2011 fire. 

- Building 171 roof: HyGain TH-6DXX 20/15/10m Yagi, 
which is no longer connected to any equipment. 

- Building 180-R6: Kenwood MA-5 mobile whip 
antenna, mounted to a Super Antennas SuperMount and 
connected to the Yeasu FT-847 through an MFJ-949C 
manual antenna tuner. 

VHF/UHF Antennas: 

- Stacked dipole array for 2m/1.25cm/70cm mounted to 
the north side of building 159 and operational with the 
Kenwood TM-741A in building 173. 

- 3-each, Comet CX-333 2m/1.25cm/70cm vertical 
antennas, one mounted on the top of the building 310 
tower and operational with the Kenwood TM-642A in 
310-106, a second operational on the 224.08 repeater at 
enclosure 35A on the West end of the JPL Mesa, and the 
third is in container 7145 adjacent to building 173. 

2-each Cushcraft 124WB Boomer, 4 element 2m Yagis.  
One operational on the 147.15 repeater at enclosure 35A 
at the West end of the JPL Mesa and the other at the top 
of the stairs just to the West of buildings 173 & 159 (was 
formerly used for the packet station). 

- 1-each M2 Antennas 2M12, 12 element, 2m Yagi in 
container 7145 (new, still in original box). 

- 1-ea Diamond X300A, 2m/70cm vertical in building 
173. 

- 3-ea Comet GP9N 2m/70cm verticals: one operational 
at enclosure 35A on the West end of the JPL Mesa as the 
antenna for the 445.20 repeater; one operational on the 
structure on the East end of building 180 as the 
2m/70cm antenna for the Yeasu FT-847 radio; and one 
in container 7145 next to building 173. 

- 1-ea Stationmaster 220MHz antenna (originally used as 
the 224.08 receive antenna at Cerro Negro) now in 
container 7145 next to building 173. 

- 1-ea Kathlain Scala 220MHz antenna, which is still on 
the rotted telephone pole at the Cerro Negro site that 
was the former site of the 224.08 and 335.20 repeaters). 

- 1-ea Hustler G7-220 220MHz antenna, new in August 
2013 and now located in building 173 awaiting 
deployment to a new repeater site for the 224.08 and 
445.20 repeaters. 

- 2-ea Cushcraft 13-element 220MHz Yagi antennas 
located in container 7145 next to building 173. 

- 1-ea Cushcraft 7-element 220MHz Yagi located in 
container 7145 next to building 173. 

- 1-ea Diamond NR2000NA 144/440/1200mHz mobile 
vertical, located in building 173 next to the HF antenna 
patch panel. 

Repeaters: 

There are nine JPLARC repeaters, eight of which are in 
current operation (one of which is the link repeater at 
the City of Industry Sheriff’s Station that connects the 
JPLARC Mesa repeaters with the Table Mountain 
220MHz repeater) and the 8th, a Kenwood NXR-810 
70cm repeater, is awaiting installation at enclosure 35A 
on the West end of the JPL Mesa.  For the details of these 
repeaters, see the JPLARC web site 
(http://jplarc.ampr.org).  We also have two spare 
repeaters: one Kendecom backup 224.08 repeater and 
one GE Master II backup 147.15 repeater. 

Other Gear: 

The JPLARC has a lot of other gear that is not listed 
above.  This gear includes: three Ameritron AL-82 HF 
amplifiers (all three in building 173); VHF/UHF power 
amplifiers; ATV receivers & transmitters; four manual 
HF antenna tuners; four HF SWR/PWR meters; multiple 
antenna switches; headsets, microphones, keys, 
footswitches; one digital controller configured for our 
FT-847; power supplies; generators (3), batteries and 
battery chargers; low pass filters; push up masts; 
computers (laptops & PC-towers); test equipment & 
tools; and even more… 

All of this gear is a big responsibility for a small club like 
the current JPLARC, which has 34 members, only 24 of 
which are current JPL employees with on-lab access.  For 
comparison, the Pasadena ARC has over 100 members, 
uses the AT&T repeater (W6MPH on 145.18) and has 
only one HF transceiver (a Kenwood TS-850).  So, one 
question that we need to explore as a club is whether we 
need all of the current equipment that we have and, if 
so, how we are going to make sure that it is properly 
utilized and maintained.  We hope that you, our readers, 
will participate in the discussion about how to support 
this huge amount of equipment.  Thanks in advance for 
your thoughts. 

 

The JPLARC Officer 
Election Process: 
By Jim Marr AA6QI 
 
JPLARC Bylaws  http://jplarc.ampr.org/Bylaw95x.pdf 
specify the process for election of JPLARC officers 
(President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer) for 
calendar year terms of office.  The Bylaws specify that 
the current JPLARC President appoints a Nominating 
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Committee (chair or whole committee) to canvas the 
club for candidates. The President is to identify the 
chair/committee at the October Regular Membership 
Meeting.  The Nominating Chair/Committee is to 
present a slate of candidate JPLARC officers at the 
November Regular Membership Meeting (Nov 22nd), 
after which the current Secretary sends out ballots to the 
then current membership of the JPLARC (those that are 
current on their dues).  Ballots that are returned within 
10 days are counted and the new officers are installed at 
the January Regular Membership Meeting (Jan 17th). 

Bill Weber N6CI has agreed to chair the Nominating 
Committee and is working to line up a set of candidates 
for 2014 JPLARC officers. 

I would like to encourage you to consider offering your 
services as one of the officers of the JPLARC for 2014.  
Serving as a club officer gives you a low-risk 
opportunity to practice your leadership skills, preparing 
you for future leadership positions in your chosen line 
of work at JPL.  Consider, for example, that one of the 
JPLARC former Presidents (Mike Griffin N6WU, 
JPLARC President in 1979, went on to become NASA 
Administrator).  Think about it, especially if you are still 
early in your career and aspire to leadership positions 
such as group supervisor, section manager, division 
manager, instrument or project manager, or even 
director for.  Your experience in leading the JPLARC 
may well help prepare you for the thinking needed for 
those leadership positions.  Why not give it a shot for a 
year.  I think that you will find that it is really fun and 
you will learn a LOT about your club (people and gear). 

 

Salute to Former 
JPLARC BOD Members: 
By Jim Marr AA6QI 
 
All clubs rely on the leadership of their Boards to chart 
the course of the club.  Since JPLARC election season is 
upon us, I thought that it would be interesting to look at 
the JPLARC’s leadership history, and interesting it is! 
 
As reconstructed from prior issues of W6VIO Calling, 
over the past 41 years, 70 individuals have volunteered 
their leadership time and energy to hold office or serve 
in an appointed position.  Of course, there are many 
more who served on one of the club’s several 
committees who’s efforts are equally valuable but for 
which records of participation are more difficult to come 
by.  Contributions from these 70 individuals varies 
considerably, as shown in Figure-5, which plots the 
years of service for each of these 70 individuals, ordered 
from greatest to least. 
 

Those who have served for 6 years or more deserve 
special mention.  They are: 
- Randy Hammock KC6HUR, 23 years (4 terms as 
President, 5 terms as At Large member, and 14 years as 
WR6JPL Trustee. 
 

 
Figure-5: Years of Board service of the 70 JPLARC BOD 
members who served over the past 41 years. 
 
- Jay Holladay W6EJJ, 21 years (1 term as President, 1 
term as Vice President, 2 terms as At Large member, and 
17 years as W6VIO Trustee). 
- Bill Wood W6FXJ, 19 years (all 19 years as WR6AZN 
Trustee) and who served as newsletter editor for just 
about forever (thanks Bill!). 
- Chuck Sarture KG6NF, 18 years (all 18 years as 
Treasurer). 
- Chris Carson KE6ABQ, 17 years (5 terms as Vice 
President, 1 term as At Large member, and 11 years as 
Emergency Communications manager). 
- Eric Archer N6CV, 16 years (1 term as Vice President 
and 15 years as W6JPL Trustee). 
- Walt Mushagian K6DNS, 15 years (1 term as President, 
1 term as Vice President, and 13 years as Emergency 
Communications manager). 
- Walt Diem (SK) WA6PEA (and later vanity calls), 13 
years (1 term as President, 2 terms as Secretary, 1 term as 
At Large member, and 9 years as WB6IEA (now 
WR6JPL) Trustee). 
- Rob Smith W6GRV, 10 years (all 10 years as W6VIO 
Trustee). 
- Jonathan Cameron KF6RTA, 7 years (1 term as 
President, 5 terms as Secretary, and 1 term as At Large 
member). 
- Bob Dengler NO6B, 7 years (5 terms as President and 2 
terms as At Large member). 
- Jan Tarsala WB6VRN, 7 years (7 terms as W6VIO 
Trustee). 
- Jim Lumsden WA6MYJ, 6 years (2 terms each as 
President, Treasurer, and At Large member). 
- Stan Sander N6MP, 6 years (1 term as President, 1 term 
as At Large member, and 4 terms as W6VIO Trustee). 
- Ralph West N6YM, 6 years (3 terms each as Secretary 
and Emergency Communications manager). 
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Another way to look at this data is to look at just those 
who served in one of the four elected positions (P, VP, S, 
T), since all the rest are appointed by the President with 
the approval of the Board of Directors (Figure-6). 
 

 
Figure-6: Years of service for those Board members 
serving in elected positions (P, VP, S, T) over the past 41 
years. 
 
What emerges from this data is that, except for a few 
special cases such as KG6NF, KF6RTA, KE6ABQ, and 
NO6B, who served five or more terms in one particular 
elected office, the data show that most either served in 
multiple elected offices or only served once in the office 
of their choice. The interesting fact is that in the top three 
offices (P, VP, & S), we had roughly 25 different people 
in each position over the past 41 years.   
 

 
Figure-7, Part-1: Past 41 yrs JPLARC Elected Officers 

 
Figure-7, Part-2: JPLARC elected officers over the past 41 
years, showing the years of service in each of the four 
elected posts (P, VP, S & T). 

 
Field Day 2014 Survey: 
By Rob Smith W6GRV, edited by Jim Marr AA6QI  

Rob Smith W6GRV and the rest of the Field Day 
Committee has begun the process of planning for the 
JPLARC 2014 Field Day participation.  Towards that 
end, Rob has asked that those interested in participating 
in Field Day 2014 help in the planning by sending him 
the answers to a few questions that will help define and 
constrain the 2014 Field Day activities.  These questions 
follow.  Please take a few minutes to share your 
thoughts with Rob so we can prepare a Field Day that 
you will want to participate in.  Thanks in advance for 
taking the time to respond to this survey. 
 
We sincerely hope that you will not only share your 
thoughts on what Field Day 2014 should be like but will 
actually consider participating in Field Day 2014. 
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Holladay,(Jay W6EJJ 1X 1X

Macmedan,(Merv N6NO 2X
Malm,(Dick KF6FK 1X 1X

Years
18
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Offices'Held: P VP S T
Marr,%Jim AA6QI 1X 1X

McDuffie,%Jim K6JLM 1X 1X
Mushagian,%Walt K6DNS 1X 1X
Nolte,%Scott N6SN 2X
Piety,%Dick K6SVP 2X
Repar,%John WA6LWD 1X 1X
Stewart,%Mike WA6VQI 1X 1X
Tallon,%John N6OMB 1X 1X

Zygielbaum,%Chris N6WEI 2X
Adams,%John NW6H 1X
Archer,%Eric N6CV 1X
Brokl,%Stan K6YYQ 1X

Caldera,%Mannie KC6ZSY 1X
Dow,%Russell WA6JCK 1X
Eearnest,%John N6CTT 1X
Fredrickson,%Rob W1EEL 1X
Goodwin,%Paul KO6D 1X
Griffin,%Mike N6WU 1X
Kazz,%Greg KC6OMM 1X

Laborde,%Greg KD6MSM 1X
Lux,%Jim W6RMK 1X

Manett,%Ken KD6CMO 1X
Mecke,%Helmut W6ZQC 1X
Morris,%Bill KB6VGW 1X
Mosher,%Joel KB6RXE 1X
Page,%Chris KI6EWM 1X
Patzold,%Jack% WB6TXG 1X
Plosaj,%Ron% WA6TPW 1X
Sander,%Stan N6MP 1X
Seidel,%Dave KC6NRL 1X
Shick,%Richard KE6BKE 1X
Skaletsky,%Jeff N6TJO 1X
Smith,%Phil WB6LQP 1X

Townes,%Steve WB4ILW 1X
Ulrich,%Dick K6KCY 1X
Yanow,%Gil K6TOS 1X

Years
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1



8 W6VIO Calling   October 2013 
As an aside, several of us participated in Field Day 2013 
with the Pasadena Radio Club W6KA in the Art Center 
parking lot.  Loads of fun with a great turnout. There are 
a number of local clubs that would welcome our 
participating, rather than having to go it alone. 
 
Survey questions: 
 
Pick any 2:  Goals for JPL ARC Field Day 2014 
___  Contesting 
___  Emergency Preparedness 
___  Increase Participation / recruit members 
___  Learn new skills / Demonstrate specific aspects 
___  Public Outreach / Lab Awareness 
___  Social activity / picnic / camping 
___  ___________________ 
___  ___________________ 
Pick 1: Preferred Location 
___  At JPL 
___  Near JPL  
___  With another Club’s (their FD site) 
___  Mountains 
 
Any Additional Comments: ________________ 
 
Thanks in advance for responding to Rob. 

 

W6OEF (SK) Legacy: 
By Courtney Duncan N5BF, edited by Jim Marr AA6QI  

W6OEF (SK) passed away a couple of years ago, leaving 
some equipment that his wife asked Courtney Duncan 
N5BF to sell and to donate the proceeds as a legacy gift 
to the JPLARC.  Some of the items have already been 
sold and Courtney is working on selling the remaining 
items (IC-211 all -mode 2m transceiver and an IC-3AT 
220MHz HT – note that the HT is missing battery, 
battery charger, and antenna).  Contact Courtney if you 
are interested. 
 
Of more importance, and for which we need ideas, is 
what to spend the proceeds on (~$200) as an appropriate 
legacy gift to the JPLARC.  Please provide your ideas to 
Courtney.  Thanks in advance. 
 

SK Ham Gear For Sale: 
By Eric Archer N6CV  

A Kenwood TS-2000 (HF/6m/2m/70cm) and Yaesu SP-
5 base station speaker with audio filtering are for sale 
from the estate of a local ham who recently passed away. 
Asking price is $1000 for the pair. The radio was in use 
at the time of his passing but has not been powered 
since. Local shipping (no overseas) can be negotiated. If 
you're interested please let me know. 

How to sign up for the 
JPLARC email reflector: 
By Jim Marr AA6QI  

The JPLARC maintains an email reflector (also called an 
email exploder) that allows members to post questions 
or comments that will reach the entire JPLARC member-
ship.  Only subscribed members can post to this reflec-
tor, avoiding spam from non-members.  Sign up using 
the form located at http://wr6jpl.ampr.org/mail-
man/listinfo.cgi/jplarc.  This is a moderated group with 
a busy moderator so be patient after signing up. 
 

Future Meetings 
By Jim Marr AA6QI 

All JPLARC meetings are being held on Friday’s from 
Noon to 1 PM in 180-703C for the time being.  Call in is 
via MeetingPlace 818-343-3434 with ID 7373.  Slides will 
be broadcast via http://meetingplace.jpl.nasa.gov also 
with ID 7373. 

Oct 25th:  

• Introduction of the JPLARC Nominating Committee 
chair.   

• Guest speaker: Building and using a 10GHz station – 
Brian Thorson AF6NA 

Nov 22nd:  

• Present candidates for the CY14 club officers (Pres, 
VP, Sec, Treas) in preparation for elections over the 
next two weeks.  

• Guest speaker: Setting up your own amateur radio 
related web site – by Rob Smith W6GRV 

Dec 20th:  

• Likely a presentation of the proposed JPLARC 
Bylaw revisions, which require a vote by the general 
membership. 

 

 
http://www.hamradio.com 
 
Offering a discount on ham radio “accessories” to 
JPLARC members, upon presentation of a valid JPLARC 
membership card. 


